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Eye movements of online Chinese learners

Ursula Stickler and Lijing Shi

Abstract

Although online tutorials are becoming commonplace for language teaching, very few studies to date have provided insights into learners’ behaviours in synchronous online interactions from their own perspective.

This study employs eyetracking technology to investigate ten learners’ attention during synchronous online language learning in a multimodal environment. The participants were learners of Chinese as a Foreign Language at beginner’s or lower-intermediate level. While learners took part in two different online activities, one focusing on reading, the other on interaction with others, their gaze focus was tracked, and in subsequent stimulated recall interviews the learners reflected on their engagement with the screen and their intentions while reading or speaking online.

Our findings show that during reading tasks, when Pinyin transcriptions as well as Chinese characters were presented, all beginner and lower intermediate participants focused to some degree on the Pinyin. In the interactive task learners’ gaze was drawn to elements of the screen that were not immediately necessary for technical or linguistic reasons but that could be interpreted as containing social presence information, e.g. names listed and emoticons employed by other users.
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Introduction

Despite the fact that online language learning is becoming ‘normalised’ (Bax, 2003, 2011) research has not yet produced a clear picture of learners’ attention focus during synchronous online language learning sessions. As suggested by various researchers (Chun, 2013; Fischer, 2007), finding out what learners actually do when they learn online is an essential step in advancing our knowledge about CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) or CMC (Computer Mediated Communication) for online language learning.

One suggested method that has gained prominence over the past years is eyetracking (O’Rourke, 2012; Smith, 2010), a research technique which enables the detailed study of a person’s gaze movement. By recording reflections from the user’s pupils, the exact position and duration of fixation at a given point is captured. Eyetracking can be a valuable method for revealing learners’ attention focus during online activities. Our study employs eyetracking to investigate the learning of Mandarin Chinese in an online multimodal environment.

Online language tutorials at beginner’s and lower intermediate level, particularly for a non-alphabetic language like Chinese, typically combine different activities including speaking, listening, reading, pronunciation practice, vocabulary learning, and silently practising along with peer learners (Stickler and Shi, 2013). Specific online tasks can also include dragging and dropping items on a screen area, using emoticons or checking the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary items in an online dictionary. In a well-designed online tutorial, interaction with materials and with other speakers is integrated to maximize scaffolding and support, crucial for a successful learning experience.

In other words, online language learning tutorials are multimodal (Hampel and Stickler, 2012; Jewitt et al., 2001). In this article we are referring to the modes most prominently apparent in a synchronous audio-graphic environment, i.e. speaking, written teaching text, synchronous writing (textchat), images, and potentially a video broadcast. Multimodality plays a particular role in learning Chinese as a Foreign Language (CFL) because of the use of characters. Chinese characters are logograms: each of them is like a picture or a symbol, and is pronounced as one syllable. The fact that the form of characters bears little relation to the pronunciation has implications for beginner learners (Lee and Kalyuga, 2011) and makes reading Chinese difficult at lower proficiency levels (Wang, 2014). Therefore Chinese textbooks for both first and second language learners of Chinese use a phonetic transcription system called Pinyin. Pinyin uses the Roman alphabet and spelling to approximate the pronunciation of Chinese characters. For example, the character 海 is written as hǎi in Pinyin and pronounced [hai]; meaning ‘sea’. At more advanced stages, Pinyin is gradually taken away.
Little research has been done in the online learning of Chinese, particularly the processes of online reading and of interactive speaking. Understanding what online learners find difficult to cope with and the underlying reasons is meaningful as it would help us in supporting our students. To fill this gap we followed ten learners of Chinese at an English speaking university during online tutorials, using eyetracking and stimulated recall to investigate their attention during online reading and interactive tasks.

This article will focus on two research questions:

1. During online Chinese tutorials, what is learners’ attention focus in reading tasks? And why?
2. During online Chinese tutorials, what is learners’ attention focus in interactive tasks? And why?

We will first locate the study within the current trends of online language teaching and learning, and the use of eyetracking in language education and SCMC (Synchronous Computer Mediated Communication) research.

**Literature Review**

**Developments in online language teaching**

For the past decade, research in online language teaching and learning has moved from textbased and often asynchronous interaction towards multimodal and synchronous interaction (Blake, 2011; Liu et al., 2003; Stockwell, 2007). It is a trend that interaction in a second language (L2) for the purpose of learning has become more commonplace and distributed (Godwin-Jones, 2012). With developments in software applications and improvement in connectivity, multimodal online environments are now easier to use for online language teaching (Wang et al., 2010).

In line with technological advances, our understanding of the online language learning process as well as online pedagogy have developed (Sun, 2011). Hampel and de los Arcos (2013), for example, described the technological development at the Open University in the UK, placing it in the context of changing pedagogical and theoretical frameworks. Teachers and researchers have become aware of the centrality of learners’ contributions (Blake, 2011; Lai and Morrison, 2013), of their active role in creating their own ‘learner-context interface’, as White (2009) calls it. This means that the intention of the teacher in designing, creating and conducting a task cannot necessarily predict the learning behaviour of a student (Montoro Sanjosé, 2012). Hence, learners’ actual behaviour, such as their attention focus, needs to be investigated.
Online teaching of Chinese as a Foreign Language

Since Mandarin Chinese has been identified in the UK as a language important for strategic or political reasons (Dearing and King, 2007; Tinsley and Board, 2014), more people are learning Chinese. Increasingly it is delivered online, for example using internet communication systems or internet telephony such as Skype or WeChat conversations, or via learning management systems such as Blackboard or Moodle. Once the technical hurdles (e.g. inputting Chinese characters) were overcome, computer-assisted teaching of CFL advanced rapidly (Robin, 2013). Indeed, in parallel with other languages, the communication modes in online Chinese teaching have expanded from mainly text to a combination of text, audio, and emoticons. For example, Wang and her colleagues have been pioneering the use of SCMC tools (e.g. video conferencing) for CFL teaching since 2004 (Wang, 2004; Wang and Chen, 2007, 2009, 2010). Based on their studies on theories of SLA (Second Language Acquisition) and distance learning, they argue that synchronous interaction is a crucial component for online language learning. As their studies were based on retrospective user reflections, an investigation of the exact behaviours such as attention focus of online learners in real time is still outstanding.

A previous study (Stickler and Shi, 2013) sought to identify how Chinese teachers’ intentions match with students’ perceptions or expectations during online multimodal tutorials. Employing multimodal analysis of synchronous online speaking interactions and stimulated recall, this study revealed mismatches between teacher’s intentions and students’ perceptions during online tutorials. Such mismatches can lead to communication failure, anxiety and even the total abandoning of language learning online. To understand why learners are disheartened and how they could be encouraged to continue online language learning, it is useful to find out exactly what students’ attention is focused on during online tutorials.

The shift in our own research focus from teaching to the learners’ perspective echoes the debates about future research directions in the field of CALL more generally. The call for identifying ‘what learners do’ originated in Fischer’s paper ‘How do we know what students are actually doing? Monitoring students’ behavior in CALL’ (Fischer, 2007), and has been taken up recently in a CALICO Festschrift devoted to his work (Hubbard et al., 2013).

Among the various methods suggested for the investigation of students’ behaviour during online learning tasks, Chun (2013) identified eyetracking as one promising method. Eyetracking can provide ‘a dynamic trace of where a person’s attention is being directed in relation to a visual display’ (Poole and Ball, 2006: 213).
Eyetracking as a research tool for SCMC

A small number of researchers have been pioneering the use of eyetracking in SCMC for language learning by adapting the techniques of HCI (human-computer interaction) studies to explore individual SCMC processes (O’Rourke, 2008, 2012; Smith, 2010, 2012). In O’Rourke’s study Irish university students of French or German interacted with native speakers via a text-based SCMC environment. O’Rourke (2012) employed three ways of analysing eyetracking data collected during these online tandem sessions: first, he examined reading patterns in native speaker and non-native speaker interaction; he held that gaze replay could yield insight into individual linguistic-cognitive strategies in L2 SCMC. Second, eyetracking data of two students were combined with event data (keypresses, mouse-clicks) to find out patterns of self-monitoring of their writing. Third, O’Rourke triangulated one student’s eyetracking data with a log extract and screen video, attempting to show that ‘SCMC discourse text is not just an ordinary conversation jumbled up; it is a form of conversation that is multilinear even with just two participants, and its coherence must be actively inferred and tracked by the participants, and by the analyst’ (O’Rourke, 2012: 31).

While O’Rourke’s study is based on quasi-naturalistic sessions, Smith (2012) carried out his eyetracking study in an experimental research set-up. The focus of Smith’s investigation was noticing of recasts by 18 learners of English at university level. Learners engaged in a short text chat with a native speaker who provided intensive and explicit corrective recasts. Smith compared learners’ gaze focus during the experiment and a stimulated recall session. Noticing events were compiled from these two techniques. A pre-test, immediate and delayed post-tests of English proficiency were also used. Both eyetracking and stimulated recall data suggested that learners were able to notice semantic and syntactic targets more easily than morphological targets. Smith argued that ‘the use of eye gaze data seems to be potentially valuable in helping to determine which features of the input are likely to be noticed and which are not since we can see precisely what learners view and arguably attend to’ (Smith, 2012: 72).

Both O’Rourke and Smith mention the importance of investigating eyetracking as a promising method in SCMC research, however, they both limited their own studies to text-based SCMC and one-to-one interactions. Their studies inspired us to adapt eyetracking technique for our investigation of synchronous language tutorials where multiple levels of interactions take place (teacher—learners, learners—learners, learner—computer) through multiple modes (spoken, written, graphic) and modalities (e.g. text, audio, emoticons).
Project Description and Research Methodology

The sections below introduce our participants, the online conferencing system, learning activities, methodology, and data collection instruments.

Participants

Our participants were ten adult learners of Chinese at early stages, beginners to lower intermediate. Nine were Western learners and one was a heritage speaker of Cantonese. Eight participants had previously completed 第一步 (Dì yī bù), a ten-month distance beginners’ course at the Open University (OU) in the UK (Kan and McCormick, 2012; Stickler and Shi, 2013) that leads to an equivalent of A2 level on the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). One learner had taken part in equivalent courses at Adult Continuing Education institutions, covering a similar length of study and level of achievement. The last learner was less advanced, having only covered an equivalent of three months of study, placing her approximately at A1 of the CEFR level. All learners were computer literate adults in full-time or part-time employment, and had taken Chinese as an optional course.

For this study, the learners took part in one reading and one interactive online activity, both of which were recorded in the OU eyetracking lab. The project lasted 13 weeks between July and October 2012. All participants filled in the pre-study questionnaire before the start of the first activity1 (see Appendix A for selected responses).

To anonymize our participants, they were given Chinese names, which is a common and well-received practice in CFL classrooms. The project followed BERA (British Educational Research Association) ethical guidelines and was given full institutional approval by the Open University’s Ethics committee.

Elluminate: Online conferencing system

The online conferencing system used in our project was Elluminate (see Figure 1). This software was also the platform used for tutorials at the OU and was therefore familiar to the participants. Depending on the intensity and manner of their prior study, they were more or less skilled in handling the different features of Elluminate for interaction with the computer (activity 1, reading) and for interaction with other learners and the tutor (activity 2, interactive).

In addition to speaking by activating the microphone button, Elluminate allows for written exchanges using textchat to manipulate whiteboard content, e.g. dragging and dropping elements (see Heiser et al., 2013). An important element of the software is the participants’ window, showing a list of participants’ names in the online session, with small icons indicating the activities that they are engaged with, e.g. writing in the textchat, manipulating elements...
on the whiteboard. Participants can also indicate their emotional state using a set of emoticons, and vote with a ‘yes/no’ button. By clicking on a raised-hand icon, learners can signal their intention to speak.

**Online conferencing system**

![Figure 1. Elluminate screenprint with main areas labelled.](image)

**Reading and Interactive activities**

In the first activity, reading content was presented in the whiteboard area and participants worked their way independently through a series of whiteboard screens presenting instructions and tasks. After a set of brief warming up tasks, the main reading task was presented as a short text in characters with Pinyin transcription below, followed by three comprehension questions in English (for details of the tasks see Figure 2; for the full text see Appendix B).

The second activity, which was interactive, centred around the theme of ‘transportation’ and was led by an experienced online tutor, one of the authors of this paper. It involved synchronous online spoken interaction with learners who took part remotely while the participant was being recorded in the eyetracking laboratory. Each participant had to take part in a separate tutorial as only one eyetracker was available to us in the labs. The instructions were given verbally by the online tutor and the tasks involved the manipulation of whiteboard elements, as well as speaking interactively with the tutor and with other online participants. The four interactive tasks, lasting approximately 15 minutes, were designed to help learners recall vocabulary items, practise their pronunciation, and employ revised words and structures in short simple dialogues (see Appendix C for details).
Methodology
Eyetracking for the investigation of synchronous online language learning is relatively new. However, this method has been used for more than 100 years in reading research (Just and Carpenter, 1976; Rayner, 2009), and it has been gaining popularity in HCI and usability research. To answer our research question, we have studied how eyetracking has been used in those areas. The following summarizes the concepts which shaped our research design.

Eyetracking can be defined as a technique ‘whereby an individual’s eye movements are measured so that the researcher knows where a person is looking at any given time and the sequence in which their eyes are shifting from one location to another’ (Poole and Ball, 2006: 211). In reading research, the two most widely used measures of eye movements that have been developed are eye fixations and saccades (Duchowski, 2003). Fixations are ‘those moments when the eyes are relatively stationary and reflect when information is being encoded’ (Smith, 2012: 55), while saccades refer to ‘the eye’s rapid movements from one fixation to the next’ (Nielsen and Pernice, 2010: 7). Reading researchers have come to a general agreement that average fixation duration lasts approximately 200–250 milliseconds, and readers normally make about 3 to 4 saccadic movements per second.

In the context of interface design and usability evaluation the following three metrics are mainly used: fixation-derived metrics (e.g. fixation duration, number of fixations overall), saccade-derived metrics (e.g. number, amplitude), and scanpath-derived metrics (Poole and Ball, 2006).

Usability researchers have discovered that eyetracking data could be influenced by participants’ physical features such as the size of their pupils, the kinds of spectacles they wear, and the design of the task. To increase the validity and reliability of eyetracking data, Nielsen and Pernice (2010) suggested combining eyetracking with other research methods such as stimulated recall, questionnaires, interviews, and observation. Hence, we combined eyetracking with questionnaires and stimulated recall in this study.

Data collection
In brief, the data collection instruments used were:

- the pre-study questionnaire
- the eyetracking recordings of two separate activities (reading and interactive)
- stimulated recall interviews following each eyetracking activity.

Questionnaire
Before taking part in the eyetracking activities, all 10 participants filled in a questionnaire detailing their personal and learning background, their
self-evaluated level of Chinese and of general ICT skills, the latter partly based on Spitzberg’s (2006) CMC competence questionnaire.

**Eyetracking**
The eyetracking sessions were carried out in a laboratory room at the OU that is equipped with ceiling mounted cameras, to record procedures and follow-up interviews. The equipment used was a table mounted Tobii 60 eyetracker. In this set-up, eye movements were recorded by reflecting an infrared light beam off the pupil of the eye. A video of the screen was recorded with gaze focus points overlaid visually. Eye focus was recorded numerically at a rate of 16 ms (or 62.5 hertz).

Individual participants engaged with the tasks while seated at the computer with eyetracking equipment. Before starting the actual task, the equipment had to be calibrated for every individual user until satisfactory accuracy was achieved.

**Eyetracking data analysis methods**
Tobii Studio 3.2.1 software was used to capture and analyse eyetracking data; it created instant visualizations. One type of visualization, gazeplot, shows focus points as numbered dots and movement in-between the focus points as lines (see Figure 2 for an example). The gazeplot can also be presented in dynamic form as a video showing movement of eye focus from one area to the next. This can be replayed to the participants, e.g. for stimulated recall interviews.

![Figure 2. Gazeplot image of activity 1, reading task](image-url)
A different type of visualization is called heatmap, a static image of an accumulation of focus points where the longer the focus remains on a certain area of the screen, the ‘hotter’ the colour becomes, changing from light green to deep red (see Figure 3 for an example). A reversed heat map, leaving the focus areas visible and the areas that attracted little attention blackened out, is called gaze opacity map (see Figure 7 for an example).

To analyse the data recorded during eyetracking, two measurements were taken: fixation duration and fixation count. The length of fixation in total (total fixation duration) shows where the main attention is focused during online work, whereas the number of fixations at a certain point (fixation count) can identify areas of increased difficulty. To study specific areas, Areas of Interest (AoIs) can be defined manually by an outline on the screen; this allows detailed analysis and comparison. For example, a screen of reading material prepared for a Chinese tutorial can be divided into areas of Chinese characters (named AoI 1) and areas with Pinyin transcription (AoI 2).

*Stimulated recall*

After each activity, the researchers in this study played back the gazeplot video of the eyetracking to the participants and asked them to recall what they were doing following a stimulated recall method (Gass and Mackey, 2000). Using the stimulus of the gazeplot video allowed participants to reflect and to explore their own learning experience, be it the interaction with the computer or the more complex interaction with other participants online. The participants used the opportunity to elaborate on the reasons for their gaze focus, offering explanations related to learning strategies and sometimes speculating on possible alternative explanations.

*Data analysis and findings*

Findings of our study are presented in two sections according to our two research questions.

**Activity 1: Reading**

To answer our first research question, we studied participants’ eye movements during an online reading task and their reflections revealed in stimulated recall.

First we collected parameters derived from the reading activity. Table 1 shows how long participants took to answer three reading comprehension questions, how many of the questions they answered correctly, and evaluations of their Chinese language skills. The self-rating is taken from students’ pre-questionnaire. However, this proved inconclusive as learners tended to underestimate their levels. For this reason the teacher’s rating was added.
Table 1. Participants’ time on task and results of reading task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Mai Kemu</th>
<th>Ai Mi</th>
<th>Cha Li</th>
<th>Deng Kan</th>
<th>Ma Li</th>
<th>Jie Ning</th>
<th>Li Sha</th>
<th>Wu Xi</th>
<th>Lin Da</th>
<th>Su Shan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall time to answer</td>
<td>1'27&quot;</td>
<td>1'28&quot;</td>
<td>2'02&quot;</td>
<td>2'50&quot;</td>
<td>3'01&quot;</td>
<td>3'05&quot;</td>
<td>4'00&quot;</td>
<td>4'13&quot;</td>
<td>4'46&quot;</td>
<td>5'58&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading task accuracy</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student overall self-rating</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Very poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-rated overall Chinese skills</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heatmaps were generated from Tobii to ascertain the main areas of the gaze focus for each learner. Then AoIs were created manually to distinguish between Chinese text and the Pinyin transcription. The heatmaps of all the participants share similar features: they focus on Pinyin or characters, respectively; their secondary focus is on the comprehension questions; and they ignore the left-hand side of the screen, keeping their gaze predominantly on the whiteboard area. Variations in length of fixation can be broadly categorized according to the language level of individual learners (excellent, very good, good and poor). Figures 3a–3d show heatmaps in these four categories. Deng Kan’s reading skills were evaluated as ‘average’, but he did not participate in the interactive task, therefore, his heatmap is not included.

Figure 3a. Activity 1 (reading task), participant 爱米 (Ai Mi) – excellent
Figure 3b. Activity 1 (reading task), participant 林妲 (Lin Da) – very good

Figure 3c. Activity 1 (reading task), participant 苏山 (Su Shan) – good
The heatmaps in Figures 3a to 3d illustrate the increasing use of Pinyin with diminishing Chinese reading skills. Whereas the gaze focus (the hot spots) in the heatmap of the learner at excellent level is almost entirely on the character part of the reading text, for the learner at very good level the gaze focus is already distributed between characters and Pinyin transcription, placed directly underneath. The learner at good level still shows some minor attention (green spots) on the characters, whereas the gaze focus of the learner at poor level seems entirely concentrated on the Pinyin part of the reading text. There is no attention focus on the social areas and only very occasional glances at the technical areas.

Further analysis of fixation duration in the selected AoIs confirms these differences. Everyone used Pinyin, but to a different degree, with fixation duration on Pinyin ranging from 3% (Ai Mi, a learner at excellent level) to 97% (Jie Ning, a learner at poor level) of the time spent on the task (see Figure 4). To Ai Mi, a heritage speaker of Cantonese who is familiar with traditional Chinese characters, characters convey more meaning than Pinyin.

**Figure 3d.** Activity 1 (reading task), participant 杰妮 (Jie Ning) – poor
Figure 4. Fixation duration of activity 1 (reading task), Characters vs. Pinyin

To visualize the link between participants’ fixation duration (on characters and Pinyin) and their language ability Figure 5 is derived from Table 1 and Figure 4.

Figure 5. Fixation duration on characters vs. Pinyin and Language level

The eyetracking software (Tobii) has, thus far, provided us with graphical and numerical data in terms of how students pay attention to Chinese characters and Pinyin in online reading. The stimulated recall interviews...
supplemented the eyetracking data by providing participants’ reasons which can be classified as: (a) simply because Pinyin was available (convenience); (b) using Pinyin for confirmation; and (c) relying on Pinyin for comprehension.

A good example for ‘convenience’ usage is Lin Da, a very competent learner at beginner to intermediate stage. Lin Da mentioned in her stimulated recall interview that she made a conscious effort to focus on characters but resorted to Pinyin as a matter of convenience and speed of interpretation.

Lin Da: If the Pinyin are not there I will read the characters. And I try to make myself look at the characters because I remember, you know, when I first started I spent most of the time looking at Pinyin because I was in a hurry and I can't get out of the habit. I think it is very hard but I think if the characters are the only things there then I will look at them.

Participant Lin Da: 20’02” – 20’20”

As an analysis of the fixation duration of the two distinct AoIs (characters and Pinyin) shows this strategy of convenient Pinyin use resulted in Lin Da using characters for less than 20% of the time compared to Pinyin, which she used over 80% (see Figure 4).

Other participants differed in their approach. A good example of working with Pinyin and characters for confirmation is Su Shan, who strategically decided to answer the most questions correctly in the minimum amount of time. She used different clues available, and worked from questions back to the text rather than starting by reading the text.

US: …, you just want to answer the questions, I suppose.

Su Shan: and I think that’s it, I am getting it done in five minutes.

US: Okay.

Su Shan: I think it goes all the way. And I don't focus on any question, I just read them all and then when I find something that could be part or could be answering one of the other questions and then I follow it up a bit and then if I can't come to a conclusion I go to the next question.

Participant Su Shan: 27’29” – 28’15”

She used characters for 21% of the time for strategic confirmation. As she explained: ‘I am going back to the characters to see if I can find more vital clues within the characters’ (Participant Su Shan 26’18” – 26’27”).

In contrast, Jie Ning exemplifies the third reason, i.e. relying on Pinyin for comprehension. She declared that she only knew a few characters and did not even attempt to use them to support her comprehension task. Her looking at characters accounted for less than 5%.
Activity 2: Interactive
To answer the second research question, focusing on interaction with others online, we examined eyetracking and stimulated recall data from a second activity conducted with eight of the participants who originally took part in activity 1. One recording with a calibration below 55% accuracy was discarded and not used for analysis.

All the heatmaps for this interactive activity showed similar features, therefore they were combined (see Figure 6), illustrating that participants’ attention was concentrated on the Pinyin sections of the whiteboard, the names of fellow participants, the area indicating their state, and the microphone button.

On the combined heatmap we manually marked concentrations of attention as AoIs, and subsequently categorized these AoIs into three types. The following three types were identified:

- ‘Content’ is where the learning material is displayed on the whiteboard.
- ‘Social’ shows participants’ presence and their interaction mode (e.g. typing, speaking) represented in icons.
- ‘Technical’ is where participants can activate microphone or textchat to communicate and select small icons (emoticons) or Yes/No voting buttons.

![Figure 6. Activity 2 (interactive), Task 4, combined heatmap of all participants](image-url)
For numerical analysis, fixation duration on same type AoIs was clustered and added together. Content accounts for approximately 70% of the overall fixation duration, social for approximately 20%, and technical for approximately 10%. These types of AoIs with their associated fixation duration expressed as percentage are illustrated in the gaze opacity map (Figure 7), which is the reverse image of the combined heatmap.

**Figure 7.** Three types of AoIs and relative fixation duration

As in activity 1 (reading), stimulated recall data were used to explain actions of learners during activity 2 (interactive). The second stimulated recall interview included reflections on speaking interactions with others and interpretation of both reading and interactive activities. For example, participants talked about why their attention was drawn towards the content, social or technical AoIs. Some examples of the recalls are as follows:

**US:** And checking on the left hand side there.

**Lin Da:** Uh, Yah. I think I tend to look at that when somebody is speaking, and check out who they are.

(Lin Da 13’34 - 13’43)

**Su Shan** expressed a very similar opinion.

**Su Shan:** So, here I’m checking who is there. Interactive task, so waiting for <xx> interactive. Checking the names again, checking what I need to do, what tools I’ve got.

(Su Shan 54’09 – 54’18).
And

Su Shan: So I’m checking who is going to say the next one. Focusing on that …
translation.

(Su Shan 57'46 – 57'53)

Ma Li described in detail the social presence of others she noticed during the online session.

Ma Li: Yes. I think I kept looking when any activity, /. You’re looking here and then, out of the corner of your eye, you could see there’s somebody’s joined or they put a happy face there or something. And there is quite a lot going on here, more than in other sessions I have been to, uhm, because here, you were typing some stuff. People were, at the beginning I think there is more activity in the text area.

US: Mhm.

Ma Li: When other people are doing things. I keep looking at the names. Yeah, wondering if I knew Marina, checking. checking the spelling because I am Ma Li there, checking who is speaking over the microphone.

(Ma Li 1:07'38)

Ma Li also explained why she looked at the technical area.

Ma Li: Yeah. And, of course, every time you to speak, you have to look to get your cursor over there, and this is repeating the /…

(Ma Li 1:08'10)

Analysing eyetracking data helped use to answer the first part of our research questions, i.e. what our learners focus on, and stimulated recall supplied the reasons for their attention focus.

Discussion

We set out to study real-time learners’ attention focus during online Chinese tutorials. In our first activity, eyetracking data indicated the ratio of participants’ attention on Pinyin ranged from 3% to 97% (Figure 4). Using teacher-rated language levels, we tried to establish a link between learners’ language skills and the length of time their attention focused on characters and Pinyin, respectively.

The process for CFL learners to develop their reading skills (Ren and Yang, 2010) from Pinyin to characters varied. From Figure 5, one can see two extremes: learners at excellent level rely predominantly on characters for comprehension tasks, whereas learners at poor and average levels rely on Pinyin. For learners in-between, their fixation duration on characters and Pinyin combined was higher than either of the two extremes so they spent longer
time overall. Additionally, their fixation duration on Pinyin dominated, with one exception (i.e. Wu Xi). This indicates that they actively used both characters and Pinyin to complete the reading task.

Following Nielsen and Pernice’s (2010) suggestion, we supplemented eyetracking with stimulated recall interviews in the context of online Chinese reading. From the stimulated recall data, we could deduce that some participants needed to rely on Pinyin for comprehension because of their limited character recognition (e.g. Jie Ning), or their intention to finish the task efficiently by targeting Pinyin primarily, with characters only for confirmation (e.g. Su Shan). In some cases, the glance was drawn to Pinyin simply because it was displayed on the reading task screen and it was familiar to the student (e.g. Lin Da).

There has been an on-going debate on the role of Pinyin in CFL. Some teachers think that Pinyin should be withdrawn as soon as possible, but others regard Pinyin as the ‘lifeline’ to CFL learners’ spoken vocabulary acquisition and reading development (Everson, 2008). Pinyin serves as a crucial scaffold for comprehension and speaking especially at the early stage of CFL learning, while it later becomes a crutch delaying the full development of reading skills in characters (Ye, 2011, 2013; Koda, 1992). From our stimulated recall interviews we identified some factors influencing learners’ attention (e.g. comprehension, confirmation, consolidation) on Pinyin and character reading. These factors are summarized in Figure 8 which was partly inspired by Ye’s depiction of the connections between Chinese characters, Pinyin, and meaning.

![Figure 8. How learners make meaning in Chinese](equinoxonline)
of characters and Pinyin in online reading tasks. For example, Pinyin can help those learners who remember the sound of a Chinese word and associate this sound with the meaning. On the other hand, some ideographic elements of Chinese characters can aid memory and comprehension even without an exact knowledge of the sound of the Chinese word.

Based on our eyetracking and stimulated recall data, we discovered that learners used Pinyin for meaning comprehension, as well as for consolidation and confirmation of characters and Pinyin simultaneously. This suggests that CFL teachers could be more flexible in their approach to teaching characters, and not withdraw Pinyin too early.

The eyetracking data of the interactive activity showed participants still spend more than two-thirds of their attention on content, but a significant amount of attention was devoted to social and technical features. Only the use of some technical features (e.g. microphone) was necessitated by the task (speaking), not the social features which are purely informative. In terms of the technical areas, participants devoted 9.98% of their attention in order to communicate with the others.

The gaze opacity map (Figure 7) indicated that for speaking purposes learners’ attention was drawn to Pinyin considerably more than to characters. This is not surprising for beginner level learners (Everson, 2008). During online synchronous interaction language learners face a number of challenges to achieve successful communication. At the most basic level, like any other language learner they have to cope with linguistic challenges. In the case of Chinese, this is exacerbated by the difficulty of relating characters to pronunciation (see Figure 9).

![Figure 9. How learners produce sounds in Chinese](image)
The eyetracking data (Figure 6) showed that all the participants engaging in the online interactive task constantly moved their gaze to the social areas, representing one-fifth of the participants’ attention. Although the participants did not receive any instructions about using the left-hand side of Elluminate, their unguided gaze focus during the interactive tasks showed concentration on names as one of the visual representations of interlocutors in online learning environments. When recalling their interactions, participants mentioned their need to ‘see who’s speaking,’ ‘check who it was,’ etc. verbalizing their interpretation of social presence indicators.

In addition to challenges common in face-to-face classrooms, online learners also have to cope with a different approach to social presence: rather than physical presence in a classroom, online learning spaces offer representations of the others that have to be consciously or subconsciously interpreted by the interlocutors. Our findings confirmed that from the learner’s point of view, social areas played a significant role, whether they were relevant for the immediate task or not.

Whereas Yamada and Akahori (2007, 2009) claimed that image of the interlocutor had the most effect on learners’ perception of social presence, our data show that the simple representation of interlocutor by name in a list was significant. Learners’ used whatever means presented (i.e. name list, icons) to interpret and link on to the social presence of others. Learners in our small sample picked up on the clues projected by their fellow students, e.g. the ‘happy faces’ mentioned by Ma Li, confirming what Satar (2010) has shown: the importance of being able to project as well as understand social presence in synchronous online language learning.

Conclusion

Eyetracking has proven to be a unique tool to scrutinize online language learners’ attention during reading in Chinese. Combining it with stimulated recall interviews, we established the reasons for devoting learners’ attention to the specific AoIs. Without eyetracking, we would not have been able to establish the contributions of Pinyin for beginner to lower-intermediate CFL learners. Without stimulated recall interviews, our interpretation of learners’ reasons would have been speculative at best. Pinyin assists learners’ switching between consolidation and confirmation to aid reading comprehension as evidenced in their attention.

Eyetracking is also valuable in revealing learners’ attention in an interactive online learning situation. We established the percentage of learners’ attention on the content, social and technical AoIs. Within the content areas, heatmaps showed that participants’ attention was mainly on Pinyin, confirming the important role of Pinyin for speaking tasks. We found that in
online interactive tutorials a considerable amount of attention was given to the social areas. This demonstrated learners’ need for person representations (or ‘social presence indicators’) during online interactions. Language learning is not just a cognitive activity but also interactive and social. Different online tasks need different support and technical affordances; whereas the online reading task can be done without any attention to the social (or technical) areas of the screen, as we have shown, the interactive task is supported by realizing the presence of others through various means (name lists, emoticons, image, etc.).

Giving a voice to our participants through stimulated recall, and ensuring that they benefit from an enhanced reflectivity on their learning through ongoing discussions and a follow-up questionnaire as part of our research project has changed the research perspective from an outsider view on cognitive processes to an insider-outsider perspective on socio-cultural learning events online. Although eyetracking in SLA research has so far predominantly taken place within interactionist or cognitivist frameworks, combining eyetracking with stimulated recall interviews has proven worthwhile for deepening our understanding of the language learning processes from a socio-cultural perspective.

What we set out to do was to find out ‘[w]hat students are actually doing’ (Fischer, 2007) when they work online. Our understanding has advanced to a certain extent by tracking our participants’ eye movements and collecting their interpretation of their actions through stimulated recall interviews. Additionally, we have also encouraged learners to reflect on their own learning behaviours, and we have found out in the process that eyetracking data can be a powerful pedagogical tool: watching eyetracking visualizations can enhance learners’ awareness of their own learning as well as being useful for teacher training and staff development to advance the teachers’ understanding of a learner’s point of view.

**Limitations of this study and future directions**
For research purposes we artificially separated individual reading tasks from interactive speaking tasks to make a comparison of learner behaviour more easily visible. In reality, good online language tutorials usually combine the different elements. Analysing these online language tutorials with their various elements has highlighted the nature of online language learning as a continuous and dynamic intertwining of different modes, tools and tasks. Guided by the materials or the teacher, online learners move between reading, interacting with a screen and with other participants, listening comprehension, and spoken production. As we had only ten participants in our study, the results need to be interpreted with caution.
Eyetracking research opens options for future SCMC research in two directions. On one hand, we need to compare Western learners of Chinese at different levels, and their exact use of Pinyin versus characters. This can be achieved either through a large-scale eyetracking study at a certain point in time, or through a longitudinal study following a group of learners from their very first encounters with Chinese characters to a higher level of reading competence. These studies could confirm threshold levels for the necessity of Pinyin and hence inform pedagogy. Such a method could be extended to other non-Roman languages, such as Arabic.

On the other hand, our research opened a new and innovative avenue for reflective action research. Even this small-scale study has proven the value of combining eyetracking with more qualitative methods in a socio-cultural paradigm of L2 learning. This could lead to engaging the learners more fully in utilising their experience for awareness raising activities, for example, learner strategy training. Action research can also involve online teachers learning about their own attention focus during online tutorials and sharing their expertise with novice online teachers.

Notes

1. Responses to an additional follow-up questionnaire sent five weeks after the last activity was completed are not included in the data for this article.
2. The extent of this paper has not allowed sufficient space to provide details of the reasons behind developing the methodology for this study. This will be done in a future publication.
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Appendix A

Demographic information of participants from pre-study questionnaire:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>First language</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mai Kemu</td>
<td>white British</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>60+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cha Li</td>
<td>white British</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>50+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deng Kan</td>
<td>white British</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>50+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li Sha</td>
<td>Phillipine</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>50+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma Li</td>
<td>white British</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>40+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu Xi</td>
<td>white European</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>40+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ai Mi</td>
<td>Cantonese</td>
<td>Cantonese</td>
<td>40+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jie Ning</td>
<td>white British</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>30+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin Da</td>
<td>white British</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>60+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su Shan</td>
<td>white European</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>40+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix B

Details of the reading text used for activity 1:

我是法学院的老师，我的学院就在市中心，离火车站很近。学院的对面有一家快餐店，我经常去那裡吃午饭，因为那裡的饭又便宜又好吃。每个星期三晚上，我去学院旁边的酒吧，常常一边喝酒一边上网。昨天我的女朋友坐火车从伦敦来看我，我们一起去了最喜欢的酒吧跳舞。

wǒ shì fǎ xué yuàn de lǎo shī, wǒ de xué yuàn jiù zài shì zhōng xīn, lí huǒ chē zhǎn hěn jìn. xué yuàn de duì miàn yǒu yī jiā kuài cān diàn, wǒ jīng cháng qù nà lǐ chī wù fàn, yīn wèi nà lǐ de fàn yòu pián yì yòu hào chī. měi gè xīng qí sān wǎn shàng, wǒ qù xué yuàn pang biān de jiǔ bā, cháng cháng yī biǎn hē jiǔ yī biǎn shàng wǎng. Zuó tiān wǒ de nǚ péng yǒu zuò huǒ chē chě chóng lún dùn lái kàn wǒ, wǒ men yī qǐ qù le zui xī huān de jiǔ bā tiào wǔ.
Appendix C

Screenprints of interactive activity 2:

*Elluminate* whiteboard Screenprint for activity 2, Task 1: dragging and dropping images or English translations onto Chinese characters and Pinyin phrases

![Screenprint for activity 2, Task 1](image1)

*Elluminate* whiteboard Screenprint for activity 2, Task 2: pronunciation practice with the tutor

![Screenprint for activity 2, Task 2](image2)
Elluminate whiteboard Screenprint for activity 2, Task 3: practising phrases by substitution in different contexts.

Elluminate whiteboard Screenprint for activity 2, Task 4: A group speaking practice utilising phrases and the structure learned.